GRASS SEED
of "Known Quality"

On request—"1936 Golf Turf Book"—containing information on turf maintenance, as well as a complete list of Golf Requisites, Fertilizers, Insecticides, Sprinkling and Irrigation Equipment, free on request.

Stumpf & Walter Co.
132-138 Church Street (Cor. Warren St.) New York

GOLF'S MARKET PLACE

Fred Dowling, well known golf salesman, is now handling the Kenneth Smith clubs on the Atlantic seaboard from Boston to Washington, and is doing sales promotion work for Penfold balls in the same territory. His headquarters are at the Penfold office, 11 Park Place, New York.

Pros selling Acushnet golf balls this year are on the receiving end of a beautiful electric clock. This clock sets on a finely finished wood base large enough to hold two boxes of Acushnet balls.

These electric clock units are part of a merchandising plan which will supply the pro-shops with material fine enough to be accepted by members at all golf clubs and as a practical means of displaying merchandise.

"Drainage Products" is a 48-page catalog recently published by the Armco Culvert Manufacturers Ass'n., Middletown, O. The principal products described include Armco corrugated pipe for drainage, connections and fittings, Multi Plate pipe and arches, part circle culverts and Calco drainage gates. There is current information on "where drainage is needed." Free copies may be obtained on request.

Penfold is taking steps to insure constant quality and performance in the coming American-made Penfolds. The new plant will feature completely automatic equipment.

The new Penfold ball plant will be the only one of its kind in America. Under the Penfold process a visitor to the plant could, without risk, put his hand on any machine in the works and find it cool. This avoidance of heat is a fetish with Penfold.

Heat, Penfold says, kills resiliency—"life"—the ability of a cover to "take it," adding heat takes the "temper" out of the rubber thread and covers.

Penfold will reproduce the same high tensions, both in tape and thread, that he now maintains. The "Chemo-Welding" of the cover will be done exactly as it is today in Birmingham, England. There will be no deviation whatever from the high-quality standards Penfold has set and maintained. The regular Penfold pro-only policy will be continued.

Ten years have elapsed since the United States Golf Association Green Section under the direction of Dr. John Monteith

NEW PROFITS HERE—
Sell LEXOL
THE IDEAL LEATHER CONDITIONER

- Penetrates—no tedious rubbing in.
- Restores suppleness to old leather.
- Preserves the flexibility of new leather.
- Protects leather from cracking.
- Prevents wet leather drying out hard and stiff.

Show your members how to use LEXOL on bags, shoes, club grips. Your own locker room should be your best customer. Special price to pros.

FREE COUNTER DISPLAY with first order. Ask your supplier to write us.

MARTIN DENNIS COMPANY
857 SUMMER AVE. NEWARK, N. J.

RUSH Service on BROWN PATCH Preventives

Special Semesan—25 lb. pail....$42.50
Nu-Green—25 lb. pail.............$30.00
Calo-Clor—Corrosive Sublimate Calomel
Owing to market fluctuations write for quotations—Lowest prices assured

J. OLIVER JOHNSON, Inc.
World's Largest Golf Supply House
940 W. Huron St. Chicago

MCGEE'S CRUISING ABODE

MartiClain BROTHERS CO.
CANTON ONEWHO

Use GOLF DOM'S advertising pages as your safe buying guide
Showing a solid length of Bent turf to illustrate its toughness and strength, made possible only by proper preparation of soil.

**CREEPING BENT TURF**

Our true Washington Strain Bent, in solid turf form, makes model greens. Also in stolon form. Withstands drouth like nothing else. Fully guaranteed. Used by hundreds of clubs. Nursery grown bluish sod also sold. Write for prices and samples now.

**ILLINOIS GRASS CO.**

18455 REIGEL ROAD (Near Chicago) HOMEWOOD, ILL.

and with the aid and cooperation of progressive greenkeepers, the use of mixed inorganic mercurials for economical control of brown-patch. Since that time there have been a great many changes in the methods and equipment used in the care of golf courses, and it is a tribute to the thoroughness of the original investigations that mixtures recommended have required no modification up to the present time.

However, there have been two or three fundamental changes at work during the past ten years that are now causing a slight modification of the original mixtures. For example, ten years ago there were only a very few power sprayers in use, and they were at best large and expensive pieces of equipment. But today, thanks to the ingenuity of the manufacturers, power sprayers are cheaper, more reliable, and more flexible, and are consequently in much more general use. And power sprayers have been greatly supplemented within the past few years with a variety of barrel churns, hydrolizers, etc.,

Furthermore, ten years ago there were a large number of men who through their early training had the knack of broadcasting sand, fertilizer, or seed by hand, and could distribute a brown-patch remedy evenly and completely without difficulty.

These men, now greenkeepers, have turned over the job to younger men who have been brought up in the age of tractors and seeders, and who have not learned the art of broadcasting by hand. Of course, there are still many men who have been taught to broadcast by hand, and there will always be some, but the number is declining yearly.

These two factors have increased the popularity of applying brown-patch remedies in liquid form through power sprayers. And consequently there is growing need for inorganic brown-patch remedies better adapted to liquid application.

Inorganic brown-patch chemicals easily used in dry applications in the form of a dry white powder, are not so well adapted to liquid applications because of their insolubility and corrosive action.

**Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis,** to meet this problem and after considerable research work, have developed Suspension Calo-Clor which they are placing on the market this year.

Suspension Calo-Clor is a balanced mixture of inorganic mercurials, prepared in accordance with recommendations of the USGA Green Section, but contains a suspension agent that thoroughly wets and floats the insoluble mercury compounds. This makes possible more even distribution and with the aid and cooperation of progressive greenkeepers, the use of mixed inorganic mercurials for economical control of brown-patch. Since that time there have been a great many changes in the methods and equipment used in the care of golf courses, and it is a tribute to the thoroughness of the original investigations that mixtures recommended have required no modification up to the present time.

However, there have been two or three fundamental changes at work during the past ten years that are now causing a slight modification of the original mixtures. For example, ten years ago there were only a very few power sprayers in use, and they were at best large and expensive pieces of equipment. But today, thanks to the ingenuity of the manufacturers, power sprayers are cheaper, more reliable, and more flexible, and are consequently in much more general use. And power sprayers have been greatly supplemented within the past few years with a variety of barrel churns, hydrolizers, etc.,

Furthermore, ten years ago there were a large number of men who through their early training had the knack of broadcasting sand, fertilizer, or seed by hand, and could distribute a brown-patch remedy evenly and completely without difficulty.

**BE SURE YOU GET**

**LEWIS WASHERS**

for YOUR Course—because Lewis Washers are built for years of hard use . . . and dependable perfect service. See your greens committee Chairman about Lewis Washers for your course. (In color, only 25 cents additional.)

**Lewis Washers**

lots of 1 to 10 (White) $6.00

lots of 11 to 20 (White) $5.50

Complete set (complete 4 piece): (White) washer, tee stake, towel, waste container, tee data plate, towel and rings $10.50. Lewis Bag Rack and other Equipment.

**G. B. Lewis Company**

Dept. 60-736, Watertown, Wis.

**SPRINKLERS**

The Lark .............. $15.00

Old Faithful ........... $14.00

Double Rotary ........ $12.50

Buckner No. 6 ........ $16.00

**HOSE - SPRAYERS**

Immediate delivery from complete stocks

**J. OLIVER JOHNSON, Inc.**

*World's Largest Golf Supply House*

940 W. Huron St. Chicago

**DIAMOND STEEL CENTER TRACTOR SPADE**

It's Always Sharp.

Core of extra hard steel runs through center of spud. Softer outside steel wears first—keeping spud sharp until completely worn away. Will outlast ordinary spuds.—Good for the turf. Write for Details.

**DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE**

4702 Grand Ave., Duluth, Minn.
of the chemical, and by taking all of the chemical out of the sprayer, reduces the possibility of corrosion. Because of its added effectiveness, 3 oz. per 1,000 sq ft. of Suspension Calo-Clor have been found to give control, the makers claim.

Mallinckrodt have also developed Suspension Calogreen for liquid applications in the control of small brown-patch, but are still manufacturing and recommending regular Calo-Clor for dry application in the control of both large and small brown-patch.

Joe Louis, colored heavyweight fighter, has gone in for golf with a set of McGregor's Silver Scot clubs; just to keep the color scheme in harmony. Joe went for 13 irons, four woods, head covers, an eight inch bag and a dozen balls as his initial order. He whips the ball a mile off the tee but his infighting at golf is tres lousy. What he needs along with his Silver Scot clubs is The Armour to act in the Blackburn capacity on golf.

F. H. Woodruff & Sons, Milford, Conn., grass seed division, has issued an interesting and helpful compilation of turf experiments at its Milford experimental station and supplemented by tests on Long Island and at other places in New York state. A copy of this material will be sent free to interested greenkeepers who write Woodruff, giving the names of their clubs.

Vinnie Richards, Craig Wood and the rest of the Dunlop ball fellows are telling the populace that Hector Thomson, winner of the British amateur championship, played with the new improved Dunlop. Thomson is son of a Glasgow pro and the first Scot in 10 years to win the British amateur. He is no kin of Jimmy Thomson. Jimmy's folks are on the other side of Scotia.

Alf Padgham, heaviest money winner of the current British tournament season, also plays Dunlop balls.

Sudbury portable soil testing laboratory, enabling the greenkeeper to have up-to-the-minute information on the requirements of his soil at all times, has been widely adopted by greenkeepers throughout the East and its use is now spreading rapidly to other sections, according to word from the makers.

This portable laboratory is designed to test for acidity, nitrogen, phosphorus and potash, thus permitting the greenkeeper to buy fertilizer in strict accordance with the needs of his soil. Readings can be obtained immediately in the field, and the cost of each test is so slight that frequent tests can be made throughout the season.

Complete with instructions and enough material for 200 individual tests, the cost of the Sudbury outfit is $18.50—at Stumpp & Walter Co., New York; Emerson Seed Co., Boston, or postpaid, direct from the manufacturer, Sudbury Soil Testing Laboratory, Box D, South Sudbury, Mass.

**Classified Ads**


An Opportunity to buy a fully equipped ‘golf club making plant’ (formerly owned by the Schavolite Corp.) is now open to any golf professionals or others. This is an invitation to anyone who may be interested, to communicate with Jack Ross, The Creek, Locust Valley, Long Island, New York.

One of the best known of the younger playing professionals, an excellent teacher and consistent tournament performer, desires club connection. Experienced, conscientious and dependable. Aims to limit tournament play if he can locate with club providing moderate salary and concessions, or will be agreeable to proposition as playing pro. For complete details, write Ad: 701, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Manager wants change. City, country club, hotel and resort experience 27 years. Familiar all departments. Present position 6 years; operating in black despite general conditions. American, married, very active. 1 older boy and wife available for semi-responsible position if desired. Pleasing personality. Address: Ad: 702, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Competent Class A Professional available after September 15th. Hard worker, good teacher. Will work for the interest of your club. 18 years’ experience, 37 years old. Reference A-1. Address: Ad 700, % Golfdom, Chicago.